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HOME NEWS

SCOTLAND
Pineapple
discovery

Pineapples have been found
washed up on beaches in
Shetland. The exotic fruits
are thought to have come
from a cargo ship that
lost two containers in the
Atlantic Ocean last October
due to bad weather. The
ship had been travelling from
South America to the UK
loaded with containers full of
pineapples and bananas.

Tom Morton Twitter

SOMERSET Feathered stowaways
Two baby pigeons went for a cruise this week – with the
Royal Navy! Sailors found the two 10-day-old chicks in
their nest after hearing tweeting. They were on board HMS
Queen Elizabeth – the Royal Navy’s brand new £3 billion
aircraft carrier! The crew made them comfy and warm
and named them ‘F-35’ and ‘Lightning’ after the fighter
planes on the ship. The chicks were taken back to shore by
helicopter. Not a bad adventure for your first ten days!

YORK

Oh my cod!
Many Chinese tourists visiting
the UK are choosing to try that
famous British takeaway – fish
and chips! In York, one chippy
has translated its menu into
Mandarin and Cantonese (the
main languages in China) because
it has become so popular with
Chinese visitors! Scotts Fish &
Chips has more than 100 Chinese
tourists per week. The manager of
the shop told the BBC: “We look
out for a coach, and when they’re
coming we shout ‘they’re here,
there are 20, 30, 40, let’s make it
ready for them!”’

http://scottsfishandchips.co.uk
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Questions on: ‘Home News’
1) Which of these topics link the stories from Scotland and
Somerset?
fruit

birds
the Navy

ships
discoveries

Look at the news from Scotland.
5) Complete the events that explain how pineapples ended up on
a beach in Shetland.
1) Pineapples were loaded onto a ship in South America.
2) _______________________________________________

Look at the news from York.
2) What meal is becoming very popular with Chinese tourists in
the UK?
fish and chips
bangers and mash
steak and kidney pudding
3) What word used in the story is another name for a fish and
chip shop?

3) _______________________________________________
4) _______________________________________________

Look at the news from Somerset.
6) What do you know about HMS Queen Elizabeth?
It is an aircraft carrier.

It is new.

It cost £3 billion.		

It was launched in July.

It is a Navy ship.		

It was built in Scotland.

4) What has the fish and chip shop done to help the tourists?
7) Why were the chicks named F-35 and Lightning?
8) Describe the adventures had by the chicks in their first ten days
of life.
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THE WEEK AHEAD
Tuesday 4th September
Getty

125 YEARS
OF PETER
RABBIT!

PETER RABBIT’S 125TH ANNIVERSARY
ONE of the world’s most famous rabbits celebrates his
125th birthday this week!
And no, folks, it’s not Bugs Bunny – he’s only 80 years old! We
are of course talking about Beatrix Potter’s loveable character,
Peter Rabbit.

The very first
Peter Rabbit book

The first book featuring Peter was The Tale of Peter Rabbit, in
1902. It tells the tale of a mischievous rabbit and the trouble he
gets into in Mr McGregor’s garden.
However, Beatrix Potter had the idea for Peter Rabbit long before
that. He first appeared in a letter the author wrote in 1893, to a
five-year-old boy called Noel Moore. Noel was very poorly at the
time, so Potter decided to write him a letter to cheer him up. She
included an uplifting story about a little bunny and illustrated it
with pictures. It was in this letter, written 125 years ago this week,
that one of our most famous children’s characters was born.
The idea for the stories actually came from a pet rabbit called
Peter Piper that Beatrix Potter
owned when she was a little girl.

New Peter Rabbit stories have
been made into hugely popular
TV shows and films

To this day, The Tale of Peter
Rabbit has sold more than 45
million copies worldwide, making it
one of the most successful children’s
books of all time.
So ‘Hoppy’ birthday, Peter Rabbit!
Wishing you radishes!

DID YOU
KNOW?

Four Beatrix Potter
books are sold every
single minute!
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Questions on: ‘125 Years of Peter Rabbit”
1) What was written 125 years ago this week?

The Tale of Peter Rabbit
A letter featuring Peter Rabbit
Bugs Bunny

6) In the letter, Beatrix Potter included “an uplifting story about a
little bunny”.
What does the word uplifting mean?
something that lifts someone up high
something that is true
something that makes someone feel better

2) Which other rabbit character is ‘only’ 80 years old?
3) Why did Beatrix Potter write a letter to Noel Moore?
4) What gave her the idea for Peter Rabbit?
5) Find two facts that tell you Peter Rabbit is a very popular book.
1: _____________________________________________
2 : ____________________________________________

7) What does the writer hope Peter gets for his birthday?
8) If you wrote a story inspired by your pet or favourite animal,
what would it be about?
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BIG NEWS

ICE CREAM
SCANDAL!

MANY kinds of vanilla ice cream contain absolutely no
trace of vanilla!
A new investigation has discovered that some kinds of vanilla
ice cream contain no cream or fresh milk either.
Vanilla ice cream is usually made from fresh milk, cream, sugar,
egg yolks and vanilla. But, according to the research by Which?,
one in five vanilla ice creams do not contain vanilla, cream or
fresh milk. Pretty shocking news!
The research found that in many of these ice creams, alternative
ingredients were being used to make the product cheaper. Vanilla
is the second most expensive spice in the world, because it takes
a lot of time and effort to grow the vanilla flowers and to dry the
bean pods, which give us the flavour.
Most of the world’s vanilla is grown on Madagascar, an island
off the east coast of Africa. Vanilla is currently more expensive
than silver.
What do you think? Is it fair to call a product ‘vanilla ice cream’
if it doesn’t contain any vanilla or any cream?

Real vanilla comes from
the seed pods of the vanilla
orchid
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Questions on: ‘Ice Cream Scandal’
1) What is a ‘scandal’?

5) Why are some ice cream makers choosing alternative
ingredients?

something shocking or surprising
something funny and amusing

6) Which sentence tells you the writer’s opinion?

something strange or unusual

Vanilla is currently more expensive than silver

2) Which ingredients are usually found in vanilla ice cream?
sugar

egg whites

flour

vanilla

fresh milk

butter

egg yolks

cream

Pretty shocking news!
Many kinds of vanilla ice cream contain
absolutely no trace of vanilla!
7) Why is vanilla so expensive?

3) What does the research tell you about 1 in 5 (or a fifth) of
vanilla ice creams?
4) True or false?
True

False
Vanilla comes from a plant.
Most vanilla is grown in Sri Lanka.
The flavour is found in the petals of the plant.
Vanilla is more expensive than gold.

8) What do you think? Is it fair to call a product ‘vanilla ice cream’
if it doesn’t contain any vanilla or any cream?
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CRAZY BUT TRUE

COFFEE CUP ART

WHO knew a small rectangle of plastic could create such
an artistic masterpiece?!
Four years ago, Steve Bewsher decided to ditch his paint
brushes and start painting with a plastic card given away by a
coffee shop. As you can see, the results are pretty impressive!
It sounds rather odd, but Steve explained to us the reason
why he chose to swap to such an unusual tool. He was painting
demolition scenes at the time (pictures of buildings being knocked
down). He needed something to create “the thick, angular layers
of paint that I like to work with.”
“I became frustrated with my palette knife, as the blade wasn’t
long enough to create the effect I wanted. Searching through my
bag for an alternative, I happened upon a gift card and to my
surprise it did the trick!”
Steve has now painted over 200 colourful city scenes using
his unusual tool. Some of his artworks sell for up to £2,000! He
regularly stops off at his local coffee shop in Cheshire to stock up
on the cards, and probably to have the odd cup of coffee too!
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Questions on: ‘Coffee Cup Art’
5) What feeling did he have when he decided to change tool?

1) Where does Steve come from?
Cumbria

Caithness

Cheshire

2) What subject does Steve usually paint?
countryside

people

buildings

3) What scene was Steve painting when he decided to start using a
plastic card?
4) Look at this sentence:
“Four years ago, Steve Bewsher decided to ditch his paint brushes…”
What does the word ditch mean here?

excitement

frustration

disappointment

6) The plastic card helped Steve to paint in a particular way. Can
you find the words that describe the paint effect he wanted?

7) Which facts are evidence that Steve likes painting with a plastic
card? Choose all correct answers.
He has been painting with the cards for four years.
His paintings can sell for £2,000.
He has painted 200 scenes with this tool.

a long channel by the side of a road or field
to get rid of something
to land an aircraft in water in an emergency

8) Do you think Steve’s painting method would work as well if he
liked to paint people or landscapes? Explain your thoughts.

